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12 March
Asian stocks rose, with the benchmark index set to gain for a third 
day in four, amid optimism euro-area finance chiefs will complete 
a second Greek bailout, and before policy announcements by the 
Bank of Japan and U.S. Federal Reserve today.

The yen fell versus most of its major peers before the Bank of Japan 
ends a two-day meeting to discuss interest rates and the size of an 
asset-purchase fund.

Treasury two-year yields matched a seven-month high before U.S. 
data economists forecast will show retail sales increased by the most 
in five months, reducing speculation that the central bank will add to 
monetary easing.

Oil for April delivery rose as much as 40 cents, or 0.4 percent, to $106.74 
a barrel in electronic trading on the New York Mercantile Exchange. It 
was at $106.72 at 12:50 p.m. Sydney time. The contract yesterday fell 
$1.06, or 1 percent, to $106.34, the lowest close since March 7.

13 March
United Co. Rusal, the Russian aluminum producer whose chairman 
quit two days ago, may appoint a replacement as soon as this week 
as it fends off accusations that the debt-laden company is in crisis.

The following companies’ shares may have unusual moves in European 
trading. Stock symbols are in parentheses.

Enel SpA, Italy’s largest utility, will steer investments into Latin America 
and renewable energy as recession damps electricity demand in its 
biggest market.

Anglo American Plc’s $5.1 billion plan to almost double its diamond 
business and platinum mines that are missing targets risk killing its allure 
as a takeover target for a merged Glencore International Plc-Xstrata 
Plc.

14 March
Oil traded near the lowest price in more than a week in New York as 
investors bet that supply is ample after U.S. crude stockpiles rose and 
Saudi Arabia pledged to make up for any shortage in shipments from 
Iran.

Asian stocks rose, with the benchmark index set for its longest winning 
streak since February, after Japan’s exporters gained as the yen’s 
drop against the dollar buoyed their earnings outlook.
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Japanese stocks rose for a third day, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average 
headed for its highest close in a year, as the yen’s drop to an 11-month 
low against the dollar buoyed earnings prospects for exporters.

Oil at the highest price since 2008 is increasing BP Plc’s available cash 
as it negotiates a final bill with the Obama administration to pay for 
damages caused by the worst U.S. spill.

15 March
The Australian and New Zealand dollars were set for weekly gains 
versus the yen as investors sought higher-yielding assets with the Bank 
of Japan pledging to do its utmost to protect the economy.

The yen headed for a weekly drop against most peers as signs of 
growth in the U.S. economy and prospects for further stimulus by 
Japan’s central bank prompted investors to seek higher-yielding 
assets.

Most Asian stocks rose, with a regional benchmark index set to gain 
for a 12th week in 13 weeks, after U.S. jobs and manufacturing data 
added to signs the world’s biggest economy is recovering, boosting 
the outlook for Asian exporters.

China’s stocks rose, paring the benchmark index’s biggest weekly 
drop in three months, after companies from Jiangling Motors Corp. 
to Zoomlion Heavy Industry Science & Technology Co. posted higher 
profits.

16 March
United Co. Rusal, the world’s biggest aluminum producer that 
replaced its chairman last week, said fourth-quarter earnings fell 46 
percent as metal prices declined.

Asian stocks rose, with the regional benchmark index heading for its 
fifth day of advance, before the release of U.S. data this week that’s 
expected to show further signs of stabilization in the housing market.

China’s stock-index futures rose, signaling gains for the benchmark 
index, on speculation the government may introduce measures to 
boost the economy through increased consumer spending.

Oil for April delivery rose as much as 42 cents, or 0.4 percent, to $107.48 
a barrel in electronic trading on the New York Mercantile Exchange. It 
was at $107.47 at 12:16 p.m. Sydney time.


